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Programme 
 

Friday 1st December 
5:00pm  Arrival and registration 
7:00pm  DINNER 
 

Saturday 2nd December 
8:00am  BREAKFAST 
9:00am  Welcome 
 
Session 1 Chair: Helen Taylor 
9:15am Kate Lee   Looking at genomics of a wild population of endangered birds, a NZ case study with hihi (stichbird). 
9:30am Mathieu Quenu  Placostylus snails in the Isle of Pines: sympatry, natural selection and phenotypic plasticity. 
9:45am Jodi Thomas  Investigating early genetic regulators of sex change in labrid fish: a multispecies candidate gene  
     approach. 
10:00am Lily Brailsford  Assessing Afromontane Forest Genetic Diversity on Mambilla Plateau, Nigeria. 
10:15am Alana Alexander  One kingfisher, two kingfisher, red kingfisher, blue kingfisher: an examination of the species status of 

the partial migrant, Ceyx erithaca, using RAD-seq. 
 
10:30am  MORNING TEA 
 
Session 2 Chair: Erica Todd 
11:00am Clare Adams  Estimating aquatic reptile density under field conditions using environmental DNA in Iowa, United States  

of America.   
11:15am Julia Bohórquez The root system of mānuka: a host for a richly diverse and variable mycorrhizal fungal community. 
11:30am Alex Goikoetxea  Stress and sex: Does cortisol mediate sex change in fish? 
11:45am William Pearman New tools for diet analysis: nanopore sequencing of unamplified genomic DNA from stomach contents 

to detect with high resolution what rats are eating. 
12:00am Manpreet Dhami Genetic determinants of competition and coexistence in the nectar microbiome. 
 
12:15am  LUNCH 



 
Session 3 Chair: Andrew Veale 
1:30pm Ziva Louisson  Using amplicon sequencing to determine the effects of multiple agricultural stressors on benthic  
     bacterial communities in streams. 
1:45pm Phoebe Scherer  A Genetic Linkage Map Provides Insights into the Sex-Specific Recombination Landscape of the Hihi  

(Notiomystis cincta). 
2:00pm Ro Allen   South Pacific Gyre Bacterioplankton Responses to Oceanic Climate Change. 
2:15pm Mary Morgan-Richards  Population structure and human translocations: Resolving shell shape clusters and genetic  

clusters within the endangered snail Placostylus ambagiosus. 
 
2:30pm   AFTERNOON TEA 
 
Session 4 Chair: Graeme Oatley 
3:00pm Graham Wallis Split NZ: phylogeographic breaks in the South Island fauna and their causes. 
3:15pm Imogen Foote Does animal personality explain harem access in the polygynous New Zealand sea lion (Phocarctos  

hookeri)? 
3:30pm Edwina Dowle  Restless slumber: transcriptional dynamics during winter diapause drives the evolution of summer  

emergence phenology of Rhagoletis flies. 
3:45pm Jaz Morris   Environmental pH and genome mutation in the model cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. 

 
4:00pm  Annual Nth vs South Soccer Match / Beach visit / Explore walking tracks from camp 
 
Poster session  
6:00pm   
Samantha King The biology and ecology of green gecko (Naultinus) found in unique habitat on the Denniston and Stockton Plateaus. 
Denise Martini Conservation Genomics of the New Zealand Kaka. 
Natalie Forsdick Wading into conservation genomics for kakī. 
Andy Nilsen  Investigating the evolution of truffle-like fungi. 
Jacqui Tizard  Conservation Genetics of the Chatham Island Taiko. 
Kevin Sheridan Distribution of the psbA family in Heterocystous Cyanobacteria. 
Chun Shen Lim In search of the surviving introns. 
David Choyu Co-evolution of the prokaryotic adaptive immune system (CRISPR-Cas) and viruses. 



Katerina Achilleos Biochemical mechanisms involved in growth of calcified marine invertebrates under different environmental 
conditions: The case of Cellaria (Phylum, Bryozoa). 

Aisling Rayne Detecting genetic divergence in an enigmatic New Zealand seabird. 
 
7:00pm  DINNER 
8:30pm  Quiz! (Proudly brought to you by Graham Wallis and Andrew Veale) 
 
 
 

Sunday 3rd December 
8:00am  BREAKFAST 
 
Session 5 Chair: Nic Rawlence  
9:15am Stephanie Galla  Chasing the perfect pedigree: a New Zealand perspective. 
9:30am Mariana Bulgarella Determining the nest of origin of individual Vespula wasps in Great Mercury Island and in New Zealand. 
9:45am Ilina Cubrinovska Conservation genomics of tuturuatu, a nationally critical shorebird. 
10:00am Simon Lamb   Intergenerational effects of early life atrazine exposure on zebrafish behaviour. 
10:15am Priscila Salloum  Neutral and non-neutral evolution in the New Zealand marine environment: a brief mitochondrial preface  

of the story to be told from SNPs in Onithochiton neglectus. 
 
10:30am  MORNING TEA 
 
Session 6 Chair: Graham Wallis 
11:00am Libby Liggins  The Genomic Observatory Metadatabase (GeOMe) enables multispecies analysis of genetic patterns  

across the Indo-Pacific Ocean. 
11:15am Jerusha Bennett Parasite-ception; transmission pathways of parasites within prey to predator. 
11:30am Ellie Hay   The comparative phylogeography of shore crabs and their acanthocephalan parasites. 
11:45am Matthew Larcombe  Linking niche modelling and phylogenetics to explore diversification in conifers.  
 
12:00am  LUNCH 
1:00pm  Clean up and departure 
 



 
Thanks for joining us! 
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Oral Talks: 
 
Estimating aquatic reptile density under field conditions using environmental 
DNA in Iowa, United States of America 
 
Clare I. M. Adams1, Luke A. Hoekstra2, Morgan R. Muell2, Fredric J. Janzen2 

 
1Department of Anatomy, PO Box 56, Dunedin, Otago, New Zealand 9054 
2Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Organismal Biology, 251 Bessey Hall, Iowa 
State University, Ames, Iowa 50011 
 
Density monitoring is imperative to understand population fluctuations. One 
emerging ecological tool for monitoring species is environmental DNA (eDNA), the 
technique of obtaining target DNA from environmental samples such as water, soil, 
or air. We evaluated if eDNA can be used for monitoring aquatic reptile density in a 
semi-natural lentic pond environment. Using four outdoor experimental ponds with 
varying Painted Turtle (Chrysemys picta) densities, we quantified both total eDNA 
and species-specific eDNA for comparison across ponds between 1 April and 30 
June 2016. We found significant differences in total eDNA among ponds and a non-
linear effect of time on total eDNA accumulation. We were largely unable to amplify 
turtle eDNA from the water samples despite developing a sensitive species-specific 
assay, highlighting the limitations of detecting this aquatic reptile under field 
conditions. Nonetheless, turtle eDNA increased in an expected rank-order pattern 
with increasing turtle density. Thus, eDNA retains potential to effectively measure 
density of aquatic reptiles in lentic systems. 
  



One kingfisher, two kingfisher, red kingfisher, blue kingfisher: an examination 
of the species status of the partial migrant, Ceyx erithaca, using RAD-seq 
 
A. Alexander1,2, J. Manthey2,3,4, K. O. Chan2,3, H.-C. Lim5, F. Sheldon6, and R. 
Moyle2,3 
 
1Department of Anatomy, University of Otago, Dunedin, NZ 
2Biodiversity Institute, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS, USA 
3Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Kansas, Lawrence, 
KS, USA 
4Biology Department, New York University Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates 
5Department of Vertebrate Zoology, National Museum of Natural History, 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC, USA 
6Museum of Natural Science and Department of Biological Sciences, Louisiana State 
University, Baton Rouge, LA, USA 
 
A number of bird species carry out a behaviour known as partial migration, where 
some individuals are sedentary while others carry out migrations between breeding 
and non-breeding areas. However, it can be difficult to distinguish whether a species 
is partially migratory, or actually represents a closely-related cryptic species pair, 
where one species undertakes migrations, while the other is sedentary. One 
apparent partially migratory species is the Oriental dwarf-kingfisher (Ceyx erithaca; 
Linnaeus 1758), which has a broad distribution throughout southern/south-eastern 
Asia. C. erithaca shows considerable colour variation, ranging from blue/black on the 
back, ear patch, forehead and coverets/primary wing feathers, through a colour 
morph lacking the blue markings, and having red dorsal coloration. This colour 
variation appears to be at least partially geographical, with blue type individuals 
within the Thai-Malay Peninsula, Sumatra and Borneo, appearing to be migrants 
from mainland south-eastern Asia, occurring outside of the breeding season. The 
variation in colouration has led to taxonomic uncertainty: the red colour morph has 
been classified as its own species, C. rufidorsa, or proposed as a separate 
subspecies within C. erithaca. Here, we generated a RAD-seq dataset for 38 C. 
erithaca individuals representative of the geographic range and colour polymorphism 
within this species. We used this data to demonstrate that the phylogenetic split 
between the migratory blue-backed birds (C. erithaca), and sedentary red-backed 
birds (resurrection of the species C. rufidorsa) is well-supported, paving the way for 
future analyses of the genetic components underpinning differences in migratory 
behaviour between these sister species. 
  



South Pacific Gyre Bacterioplankton Responses to Oceanic Climate Change 
 
Ro Allen1, Francie Rudminat1, Cliff Law2, Linn Hoffmann1, Tina Summerfield1 
 
1Department of Botany, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand. 
2Ocean-Atmosphere Programme, National Institute of Water and Atmospheric 
Research (NIWA), Kilbirnie, Wellington, New Zealand. 
 
The South Pacific Gyre is hyperoligotrophic, and possesses to the lowest 
chlorophyll-a concentrations of oceans globally. This phenomenon is largely 
attributed to low iron availability, and a deep nutricline limiting nutrient supply to the 
surface ocean. Bacterioplankton and picoeukaryotes well adapted to low-nutrient 
conditions dominate the South Pacific Gyre. Primary production is dominated by the 
cyanobacterial genus Procholorococcus, whilst the majority nitrogen fixation is 
performed by UCYN-A and gammaproteobacterial diazotrophs. Despite low-
productivity, the South Pacific Gyre plays a key role in oceanic biogeochemical 
cycling due to the enormous area it covers. Rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations 
are directly reducing the pH of global surface oceans, altering carbonate chemistry, 
and indirectly increasing sea surface temperatures. South Pacific Gyre 
bacterioplankton community responses to ocean acidification and warming have 
seldom been investigated, perhaps due to low regional productivity. To investigate 
the responses of natural bacterioplankton communities to these environmental shifts, 
two incubation experiments performed during the New Zealand GEOTRACES 
transect of the South Pacific Gyre, aboard the R/V Tangaroa. Natural 
bacterioplankton communities were incubated for five days under three conditions, 
control (ambient CO2 and temperature), ocean acidification (high CO2 and ambient 
temperature), and greenhouse (high CO2 and high temperature). Bacterioplankton 
community responses were investigated using high-throughput amplicon sequencing 
of the 16S rRNA gene. Analyses reveal that bacterioplankton communities in the 
oligotrophic South Pacific are resilient to ocean acidification and warming, 
suggesting that other environmental and biological variables exert stronger controls 
on community structure and function.  
  



Parasite-ception; transmission pathways of parasites within prey to predator 
 
Jerusha Bennett1, Fatima Jorge1, Robert Poulin1 & Haseeb Randhawa2  
  
1Department of Zoology, University of Otago, Box 56, Dunedin, New Zealand 
2Fisheries Department, Falkland Islands Government, Stanley, Falkland Islands 
 
In recent decades, ecologists have worked to elucidate the roles that parasites play 
in natural systems. Parasites are ubiquitous in food webs and influence the flow of 
energy between and within natural systems. Predatory sharks and rays 
(elasmobranchs) play important roles in marine food webs and are significant final 
hosts in the transmission and life cycles of many parasites. Transmission of 
tapeworm parasites within the marine ecosystem are poorly understood, with just 
over a dozen life cycles of the 1000+ species parasitising elasmobranchs resolved. 
The lack in resolution of tapeworm life cycles stems from the inability to distinguish 
larval from adult stages using morphology alone. However, molecular technology 
provides a reliable method of exposing these transmission pathways that are 
exploited by parasites throughout the food chain. A fragment of the 28S region of the 
large subunit (LSU) was amplified to confirm identity of larval and adult parasites 
found in New Zealand’s endemic rough skate, Zearaja nasuta and its corresponding 
prey species. Trophic transmission pathways were confirmed from prey species 
Nectocarcinus antarcticus (crab), and Sprattus antipodum (fish), both with differing 
importance to the dietary composition of Z. nasuta. Marine food webs can have 
extremely long food chains and elucidation of the parasitic and predation links in this 
system are important for our fundamental understanding of marine ecosystem 
structure. This study provides unique insight to the importance of using molecular 
identification to confirm trophic transmission pathways of tapeworms, thus improving 
our understanding of food web ecology. 
 
  



The root system of mānuka: a host for a richly diverse and variable 
mycorrhizal fungal community 
 
Bohórquez, J.1, McLenachan, PA.2, Johansen, R.3, Archer, R.4, Stephens, J.5, Biggs, 
PJ.2, Millner, JP.1, Robertson, AW.1 
 
1Institute of Agriculture & Environment, Massey University, Palmerston North  
2Institute of Fundamental Sciences, Massey University, Palmerston North 
3Biosciences Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA 
4Massey Institute of Food Science and Technology, Massey University, Palmerston 
North 
5Comvita New Zealand Limited, Te Puke 
 
Mānuka (Leptospermum scoparium) is a widespread indigenous shrub in New 
Zealand and is tolerant of a wide range of environmental stressful conditions. 
Mānuka is recognised for being one of the unique woody indigenous plants of New 
Zealand forming dual symbiotic associations with ectomycorrhizal (EcM) and 
arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi. However, there is a lack of information regarding 
the diversity and distribution of these fungi. This research aims to explore the 
mycorrhizal fungal diversity on mānuka in the North Island. Roots were collected 
from cultivated and wild plants of mānuka at three sites. Illumina MiSeq was used for 
sequencing DNA from the ITS and SSU gene region. The operational taxonomic 
units (OTUs) were classified into 16 EcM fungal lineages and 8 AM fungal families. 
The /thelephora EcM lineage was dominant within two sites, mostly in cultivated 
plants. However, wild plants showed a higher EcM fungal diversity than cultivated 
plants at all three sites. Among the AM fungal families, the family Glomeraceae was 
the most dominant followed by the family Claroideoglomeraceae. Among the 
recovered OTUs, many sequences closely matched the species Descolea maculata, 
Laccaria lateritia, Glomus macrocarpum and Glomus viscosum.  



Assessing Afromontane Forest Genetic Diversity on Mambilla Plateau, Nigeria 
 
Lily Brailsford1, Hazel Chapman1, and Marie Hale1 
 

1School of Biological Sciences, University of Canterbury 
 
Tropical Afromontane forests are among the rarest ecosystems in the world, and are 
a host to many endemic and unique species. Like many other ecosystems 
worldwide, the few remaining areas of montane forests in Africa are under significant 
threat due to anthropogenic activities such as expanding agriculture, cattle grazing, 
and urbanization. These forests are not only of significant importance to sustaining 
African biodiversity, but are also vital to the livelihoods of the local people who rely 
on them. The Mambilla Plateau, situated on the border between Nigeria and 
Cameroon hosts a large proportion of the remaining Afromontane forests in Western 
Africa. Small patches of Afromontane forests remain on the plateau, and the size of 
these patches has been significantly reduced in recent decades. The focus of this 
research is to determine if there is sufficient genetic diversity and gene flow between 
these forest fragments to ensure long term survival. We are investigating 
microsatellite diversity of two common plant species found within these forests, 
Albizia gummifera and Clausena anisata, to be used as an archetype for all plant 
species located in these forests. 577 samples of plant leaf tissue have been 
collected from 6 forest fragment across the Mambilla Plateau, and the preliminary 
results of microsatellite analysis are presented here. The results of this study are 
fundamental to conservation management on the Mambilla Plateau in order to help 
ensure enduring protection of the species and ecosystem services that the 
Afromontane forest support. 
  



Conservation genomics of tuturuatu, a nationally critical shorebird 
 
Ilina Cubrinovska1, Tammy Steeves1, Dave Houston2 
  
1University of Canterbury 
2Department of Conservation 
 
The ultimate goal of captive breeding for translocation programmes for 
threatened species is to prevent extinction by ensuring these species have 
sufficient genetic diversity to adapt to environmental change. A common 
challenge for these programmes is determining how best to supplement captive 
populations with wild individuals so that genetic diversity is maximised in 
captivity and in the wild. One such threatened species currently facing this 
challenge is the nationally critical tuturuatu (shore plover, Thinornis 
novaeseelandiae). Once widespread across New Zealand, this endemic bird is 
now confined to a single self-sustaining wild population on Rangatira/South East 
Island in the Chatham Islands, two small translocated populations on predator-
free islands (Motutapu and Waikawa), and a captive breeding for translocation 
population held jointly at the Isaac Conservation Park and Pukaha Mount Bruce 
National Wildlife Centre. The extent of genetic differentiation between, and the 
levels of genetic diversity within and between, captive and wild tuturuatu 
populations are unknown. Therefore it is currently difficult to assess 
conservation genetic management strategies to reduce extinction risk. Here, I 
will present preliminary results from my PhD research based on a relatively 
large set of genome-wide single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that will 
ultimately be used to inform the conservation genetic management of tuturuatu. 

  



Population structure and human translocations: Resolving shell shape 
clusters and genetic clusters within the endangered snail Placostylus 
ambagiosus 
 
Daly EE1, Dowle EJ1,2, Trewick SA1, Morgan-Richards M1 
  
1Massey University, Palmerston North, NZ 
2Department of Integrative Biology, University of Colorado, 1151 Arapahoe, SI 2071, 
Denver, CO 80204, USA 
 
The flax snail Placostylus ambagiosus is endangered due to loss of habitat and 
predation by mammals, and now exists as about 14 small fragmented populations. 
Based on shell variation many subspecies have been described within this lineage 
but now just one is recognized. The size of adult snails is known to be plastic but 
variation in the shape of the shell might be genetically determined. We compared 
samples from four natural populations with samples from three human propagated 
populations using model-based assignment methods with geometric morphometric 
shape analysis. This allowed us to infer that most shape variation does not result 
from plastic response to local environmental factors.  Bayesian model-based 
assignment methods using >1,000 nuclear loci showed that three population clusters 
were still evident despite human translocations. Retaining morphological diversity 
should be a goal of current conservation efforts. 
  



Genetic determinants of competition and coexistence in the nectar 
microbiome 
 
Manpreet K Dhami1,2, Andrew Letten1, Thomas Hartwig3 and Tadashi Fukami1 

  
1Department of Biology, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 
2Landcare Research, Lincoln, NZ 
3Max Planck Institute for Plant Breeding Research, Köln, Germany 
 
Floral nectar is a harsh environment that hosts a community of microbes, including 
yeasts and bacteria. In this nitrogen-limited and osmotically-stressed environment, 
these microbes compete fiercely for resources. We surveyed a 200 km range of 
floral nectar from host plant sticky monkeyflower in California and assessed the 
distribution patterns of the nectar microbiome, in relation to guild membership and 
nectar chemistry. We further analyzed the prevalence of the dominant yeast 
Metschnikowia reukaufii, and identified genetic and physiological trade-offs that may 
play a role in facilitating coexistence in the nectar microbiome. Direct microcosm 
competition experiments against other species evaluated the competitive strength of 
M. reukaufii strains to explain the observed distribution patterns. The nectar 
microbiome is a low diversity system, predominantly occupied by Metschnikowia 
yeasts and few bacterial species. Across the landscape, bacteria and yeasts were 
rarely found co-habiting the same flowers, such that flowers with high density of 
yeasts harbored fewer bacteria and vice versa. Population-level analysis of M. 
reukaufii revealed multiple local genotypes but two distinct phenotypic assignments. 
Variation in metabolic and physiological traits suggest that different M. reukaufii 
strains may occupy different niches in the nectar environment. Direct competition 
assays against other species further confirmed the disparity in competitive strength 
between the two M. reukaufii phenotypes and provided one explanation for its 
observed dominance in the nectar microbiome. 

  



Restless slumber: transcriptional dynamics during winter diapause drives the 
evolution of summer emergence phenology of Rhagoletis flies 
 
Dowle EJ1,2, Powell THQ3, Feder JL4, Hahn DA5, Ragland GJ1 
 

1University of Colorado 
2University of Otago 
3Binghamtom University 
4University of Notre Dame 
5University of Florida 
 
Diapause is a seasonal response to environmental cues that enables insects to 
avoid unfavorable environmental conditions. Rhagoletis pomonella has two recently 
formed host race populations, apple and hawthorn, that have evolved seasonal 
differences in the timing of diapause termination and subsequent adult emergence to 
synchronize with early- (apple) and late- (hawthorn) fruiting host trees. Previous work 
has shown that gene expression profiles of the apple and hawthorn host races are 
already divergent by the end of winter (nearing diapause termination), suggesting 
that differences in adult emergence are driven by regulatory differences that manifest 
very early in diapause development during winter rather than during spring warming. 
We used a time series of transcriptome sequencing through four months of R. 
pomonella diapause in both apple and haw host races to study gene expression 
profile changes during diapause and how profiles differ between host races, with the 
objective of identifying the most upstream, regulatory genes. We further leverage a 
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) analysis of the transcriptome to identify and 
cross-validate candidate genes and pathways underlying rapid seasonal adaptation 
and host race divergence in R. pomonella. 
  



Does animal personality explain harem access in the polygynous New Zealand 
sea lion (Phocarctos hookeri)?  
 
Imogen Foote1 & Bruce C. Robertson1 

 
1Department of Zoology, University of Otago, Box 56, Dunedin, New Zealand 
 
Animal personality (consistent inter-individual behavioural differences) is a focus of 
ecological and evolutionary researchers due to its influence on individual fitness, and 
therefore the evolution of a species. Strong, single gene associations with 
personality traits occur, such as the dopamine receptor gene, DRD4, which has been 
associated with the bold-shy personality trait. Typical of otariids, the New Zealand 
sea lion (Phocarctos hookeri) breeds polygynously in high-density breeding colonies. 
Males physically compete for access to the breeding harem, resulting in a strong 
male reproductive success skew. Male size is thought to explain differences in male 
breeding success, but observations of similarly-sized adult males within and outside 
of the breeding harem suggest that size alone may not adequately explain male 
reproductive success. Here we propose that animal personality plays an important 
role in harem access and hence, male reproductive success. We hypothesize that if 
personality traits influence reproductive success, selection will act upon these traits 
to produce consistent genetic differences at personality-associated genes, and these 
genetic differences will be associated with a male’s reproductive success. We 
screened genetic variation at personality-associated candidate genes (DRD4) in 
male NZ sea lions at the Sandy Bay breeding colony on the NZ subAntarctic 
Aucklands Islands.  Using a proxy for male personality (male access to the harem, 
which assumes males that access the harem are bolder personality types), we 
examined the association between male personality and genetic variants at the 
candidate genes. Our study will provide insight into the factors that influence 
reproductive success in otariids.   

  



Chasing the perfect pedigree: a New Zealand perspective 
 
Stephanie J. Galla1 and Tammy E. Steeves1 

  
1School of Biological Sciences, University of Canterbury, Private Bag 4800, 8140, 
New Zealand  
 
In New Zealand, roughly 20 threatened species recovery programmes utilise captive 
breeding for translocation as a technique to prevent extinction and enhance 
recovery. Captive pairing decisions are generally based on available pedigree data 
to minimise inbreeding and maximise genetic diversity in an effort to maintain 
evolutionary potential. Despite being considered the gold standard by many captive 
breeding programmes in New Zealand and abroad, pedigrees available to captive 
breeding for translocation programmes are often shallow (<5 generations deep), 
incomplete or error-prone. Furthermore, pedigree-based relatedness estimates are 
probability-based, and therefore, may not reflect true relatedness between 
individuals. While genetic-based techniques (microsatellites) offer programmes a 
way to estimate genetic relatedness among individuals without a pedigree, emerging 
evidence indicates microsatellite markers may be insufficient for accurately 
estimating relatedness, particularly in genetically impoverished species. More 
accurate measures of relatedness should be obtained from thousands of 
independent genome-wide single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), as they provide 
greater genetic resolution across the genome. Here, we provide an overview of the 
current use of pedigrees in New Zealand captive management programmes and 
discuss how a Proof of Concept study is enabling conservation researchers and 
practitioners to make evidence-based captive pairing decisions to maximise 
genome-wide diversity.  
  



Stress and sex: Does cortisol mediate sex change in fish? 
 
Alexander Goikoetxea1, Erica V. Todd1, Simon Muncaster2, P. Mark Lokman3, Jodi 
T. Thomas1, Hui Liu1 and Neil J. Gemmell1 
 
1Department of Anatomy, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand 
2Toi Ohomai Institute of Technology, Tauranga, New Zealand 
3Department of Zoology, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand 
 
Sex change occurs as a usual part of the life cycle for many teleost fish. Changing 
sex is known to enhance the lifetime reproductive success of these fish and the 
modifications involved (behavioral, gonadal, morphological) and its ecological 
consequences are well studied. However, the exact mechanism behind the 
transduction of the environmental signals into the molecular cascade that underlies 
this singular transformation remains largely unknown. Cortisol is the main 
glucocorticoid in fish and the hormone most directly associated with stress. Recent 
research suggests that this hormone may act as a key factor linking social 
environmental stimuli and the onset of sex reversal by initiating a shift in 
steroidogenesis from estrogens to androgens. In this study, we aim to elucidate the 
role of cortisol in mediating sex change of a protogynous (female-to-male) 
hermaphrodite, the endemic New Zealand spotty wrasse (Notolabrus celidotus). We 
implanted slow-release cortisol pellets into female spotty wrasses to promote sex 
reversal under inhibitory conditions. We monitored each female daily for behavioral 
and morphological signs of sex change. To track the interrenal hormonal changes 
across the process of sex reversal, we collected blood samples fortnightly. We also 
obtained brain, pituitary and gonadal tissue to create a histological time series and to 
conduct transcriptome-wide expression analysis. We anticipate that this study will 
enhance our understanding of the role of cortisol in the initial stages of sex change, 
improve our understanding of sex determination and differentiation across 
vertebrates, and may lead to new tools to control fish sex ratios in aquaculture. 
  



The comparative phylogeography of shore crabs and their acanthocephalan 
parasites 
 
Ellie Hay1, Fátima Jorge1 & Robert Poulin1 
  
1Department of Zoology, University of Otago, Box 56, Dunedin, New Zealand 
 
Comparative phylogenetic studies are valuable tools that provide unique insight into 
processes of evolution occurring between parasites and their hosts. The aim of this 
study was to investigate the phylogeographic patterns between shore crabs 
Hemigrapsus crenulatus and their acanthocephalan parasites Profilicollis 
novaezelandensis. Juvenile stages of this parasite encyst in the body cavity of crabs, 
awaiting transfer by predation to their definitive hosts (black-backed gulls), in which 
they grow into adult parasitic worms. Crabs have a planktonic larval stage capable of 
long-distance dispersal along the coast line, and the parasites also achieve broad 
dispersal through the movements of their bird final hosts. Crabs for this study were 
collected from eight locations across the East Coast of the South Island of New 
Zealand, covering the coastal area of Invercargill to Christchurch. Two genetic 
markers were selected to explore phylogenetic and population differences: one 
nuclear (28S rDNA) and one mitochondrial (cytochrome oxidase subunit I, COI). H. 
crenulatus exhibited high genetic diversity across this range with no significant 
geographic structuring, while P. novaezelandensis exhibited slightly lower genetic 
diversity at these markers, and also had low geographic genetic structuring. Despite 
neither species having strong population geographic structure, co-phylogenetic 
analyses did reveal a significant level of congruence, implying that this lack of 
structure in the parasite can be driven by the host. By investigating the population 
genetics of host and parasite, this study also provides the first genetic data for P. 
novaezelandensis, and new information of their geographical range. 
  



Intergenerational effects of early life atrazine exposure on zebrafish behaviour 
 
Simon D. Lamb1 & Sheri L. Johnson1  
 
1Department of Zoology, University of Otago 
 
Endocrine disrupting chemicals are becoming ubiquitous across environmental 
systems, and can have a direct impact on the fitness of organisms. In addition, 
effects in the exposed generation have been shown to directly affect fitness (either 
positively or negatively) in the following generation, as well as a myriad of non-direct 
effects that may in turn affect fitness, including behaviour. Recent research highlights 
possible epigenetic (non-genetic) mechanisms as a key factor in the transmission of 
environmental information, via germ cells, from one generation to the next. Here we 
investigated how increasing levels of atrazine (a common herbicide and endocrine 
disruptor) exposure during juvenile development influences personality traits 
(aggression, exploration, activity, and boldness/anxiety responses) of F0 and F1 
generations in zebrafish (Danio rerio). We find that atrazine exposure influences 
aspects of boldness and explorative behaviour in F0 fish. We are now investigating if 
changes in behaviour persist to F1, and if changes observed in F0 and F1 fish are 
underpinned by changes in gene expression at various candidate genes, including 
the serotonin transporter genes; slc6a4a, slc6a4b, which are associated with 
boldness/anxiety-like behaviour. This research is important because it highlights the 
role a perturbed environment may play on the fitness of individuals beyond the 
exposed generation, and possibly the extent to which changes to the environment 
are ‘inherited’.  
  



Linking niche modelling and phylogenetics to explore diversification in 
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Diversification processes underpin the patterns of species diversity that fascinate 
biologists. Two competing hypotheses disagree about the effect of competition on 
these processes. The bounded hypothesis suggests that species diversity is limited 
(bounded) by competition between species for finite niche space, while the 
unbounded hypothesis proposes that evolution and ecological opportunity 
associated with speciation, render competition unimportant. We use a combination of 
physiological niche modelling, comparative phylogenetics and statistical analysis, to 
show that processes consistent with both these diversification models seem to have 
driven species accumulation in conifers. In agreement with the bounded hypothesis, 
niche competition constrained diversification, and in line with the unbounded 
hypothesis, niche evolution and partitioning promoted diversification. We then use 
trait based approaches to show that, within clades, there is considerable variation in 
the evolutionary flexibility of important niche dimensions, with some being highly 
conserved and others highly labile. We suggest that such variation may provide a 
mechanism for the operation of both diversity limiting competition and diversity 
promoting evolution within linages. These results suggest a new hypothesis for 
linage diversification – based on multidimensional nature of ecological niches – that 
can accommodate both bounded and unbounded diversification processes.  
 
  



Looking at genomics of a wild population of endangered birds, a NZ case 
study with hihi (stichbird) 
 
Kate Lee1, Patricia Brekke2, Craig Millar1, John Ewen2, Anna Santure1 
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Hihi are a forest-dwelling passerine, endemic to New Zealand. They suffered 
massive declines upon the introduction of mammalian predators to their native 
habitat, until only one remnant population survived on the offshore island of Hauturu. 
Over the last thirty years, hihi have been translocated from Hauturu to predator-free 
locations around the North Island. Falling costs of sequencing will soon allow 
conservation programs to afford genomic technology. However, the application of 
genomics studies on wild populations is still in its infancy. In our study, we have 
developed a 58,000 probe bespoke SNP array for the hihi. We discuss the issues 
with working with this type of data on an endangered population and look at how the 
high-resolution of the data may offer new insights for the management program of 
this bird. 
  



The Genomic Observatory Metadatabase (GeOMe) enables multispecies 
analysis of genetic patterns across the Indo-Pacific Ocean 
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Patterns of genetic diversity provide us a window into the past and present 
demography of a focal species, and can inform their conservation management. 
Despite the potential for genetic diversity information from a whole community of 
species to provide insight regarding the origin, maintenance, and future of that 
community, there have been few synthetic analyses of genetic diversity patterns in 
the marine environment. Many researchers independently collect genetic data for 
marine organisms, but combining these data has been previously impeded by data 
accessibility and interoperability of database infrastructures. The Diversity of the 
Indo-Pacific Network (DIPnet, http://diversityindopacific.net/) has formed the 
Genomic Observatory Metadatabase (GeOMe, https://www.geome-db.org/) to 
provide a centralised repository for genetic data of marine species. GeOMe is now 
the most extensive database of georeferenced mitochondrial DNA sequences 
comprising over 36,000 individuals and over 230 species. Although initiated in the 
tropical Indo-Pacific, GeOMe is extensible to all marine regions. I will present the first 
multispecies, synthetic analyses regarding genetic diversity patterns for Indo-Pacific 
marine organisms, conducted by DIPnet and based on GeOMe data. I will then 
discuss extension of the collaborative network into New Zealand (the proposed Ira 
Moana Project and Network) where the application of genetic data may help us 
predict and manage future challenges. 
  



Using amplicon sequencing to determine the effects of multiple agricultural 
stressors on benthic bacterial communities in streams 
 
Ziva Louisson1, Romana Salis2, 3, Christoph Matthaei2, Tina Summerfield1 
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Continued intensification of dairy farming in New Zealand is having large impacts on 
our fresh water systems. These include nutrient enrichment from effluent and 
fertilizers, fine sediment inputs, water abstraction and agricultural chemicals input. 
These multiple stressors have been shown to affect invertebrate and algal 
communities, however, much less is known about stressor impacts on the bacterial 
community. A mesocosm experimental setup developed in the Department of 
Zoology enables simulation of stream conditions with the water pumped from the 
river allowing natural colonisation of the bacterial, algal and invertebrate community. 
The setup includes 64 individual circular stream channels and represents a 
statistically powerful, highly controlled yet fairly realistic tool for the study of multiple 
stressors in running water. This study examines the effects of flow velocity reduction, 
fine sediment inputs, nutrient enrichment and nitrification inhibitor dicyandiamide 
(DCD) on the bacterial community through high throughput amplicon sequencing the 
16S rRNA gene (using Illumina adapters and Miseq 2x250 bp paired end reads) from 
samples obtained from the mesocosm system. This next generation sequencing 
approach provides detailed characterisation of the stream benthic bacterial 
community and its sensitivity to various agricultural stressors. The agricultural 
stressors were shown to have substantial effects on the mesocosm bacterial 
community through richness, evenness and composition. In order of pervasiveness 
(accounting for both size and prevalence of effects), DCD was the foremost, followed 
by fine sediment, flow velocity reduction and lastly nutrient enrichment which 
displayed limited effects.  
 



Environmental pH and genome mutation in the model cyanobacterium 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
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The model cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 is a unicellular, non-
diazotrophic freshwater species, with related strains found in similar environments 
worldwide. It possesses a number of traits that make it an ideal candidate for studies 
of photosynthesis and stress responses; as such, it was the first photosynthetic 
organism to have its genome sequenced, in 1995. In particular, the capacity for 
straightforward genetic modification, a similar growth rate from pH ~7.0-10.0, and an 
ability to survive on exogenous glucose in the absence of photosystem II (PS II) 
activity means that in-depth studies of the processes of photosynthesis are possible 
with this organism. In this study, an enigmatic growth phenotype in a gene deletion 
mutant of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 was investigated, wherein cells lost their 
capacity to grow across a broad pH range following the loss of PS II genes encoding 
PsbO and PsbU. We provide evidence that carbon supply and pH act independently 
of perturbations in PS II to account for the loss of growth in this mutant, and discuss 
factors that might account for the broad pH tolerance of many freshwater 
cyanobacteria. 



New tools for diet analysis: nanopore sequencing of unamplified genomic DNA 
from stomach contents to detect with high resolution what rats are eating 
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New Zealand is unique in its lack of native terrestrial mammalian predators. Invasive 
mammalian predators, notably rats, have had severely detrimental effects on the 
viability of native species. Identifying the specific diet components of such animals is 
critical for understanding which species are most impacted and for determining 
where conservation efforts should be targeted. Previously, a wide variety of methods 
have been applied to quantify diet components, ranging from visual inspection of gut 
contents, to stable isotope analysis, to time-lapse video1-3. More recently, DNA-
based methods have been used, with diet components being identified through 
a metabarcoding approach4-7. Metabarcoding methods first require a PCR-based 
amplification step, using primer sets targeting conserved regions across many taxa. 
This method has significant drawbacks8,9; notably the PCR step introduces biases in 
which species are amplified and thus detected. Better, faster, and easier methods for 
diet analysis could qualitatively change our knowledge about diets, and thus further 
our understanding of the animals being studied. We present results from nanopore-
based DNA sequencing of native, unamplified DNA isolated from rat stomach 
contents to determine the diet of these invasive predators. This represents the first 
instance, to our knowledge, of diet analysis using such an approach. Our results 
indicate, with high resolution and depth, the diets of 24 rats from three different 
environments in New Zealand and provide a framework for using this 
approach for diet analysis of other species and/or sample types.   
 



Placostylus snails in the Isle of Pines: sympatry, natural selection and 
phenotypic plasticity 
 
Mathieu Quenu, Fabrice Brescia, Steven A. Trewick, Mary Morgan-Richards 
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Placostylus is a genus of giant terrestrial snails that is well represented in the New 
Caledonian archipelagos. On the Isle of Pines, two species used for human 
consumption live in sympatry: Placostylus fibratus and Placostylus porphyrostomus. 
Our project consists of gathering and analysing morphometric and genetic data from 
different populations of those species, in order to look for patterns that will help us 
differentiate the results of genetic divergence from phenotypic plasticity. In this talk I 
will present our most recent results, and discuss their implications for the 
conservation of this endangered species in the Isle of Pines.  
  



Neutral and non-neutral evolution in the New Zealand marine environment: a 
brief mitochondrial preface of the story to be told from SNPs in Onithochiton 
neglectus 
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The New Zealand marine territory spans 23 degrees of latitude in a region of 
complex ocean currents, creating a very heterogeneous environment which can 
influence species by neutral and adaptive evolutionary forces. Understanding the 
role of these forces in driving population genetic patterns is important for 
management of biodiversity and fishery resources. To assess the evolutionary forces 
acting in the New Zealand marine environment, we will use a large panel of Next 
Generation Sequencing-generated Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) in the 
morphologically variable and brooding chiton Onithochiton neglectus. With the SNPs, 
we will infer an index of genetic differentiation to be compared with an index of 
phenotypic differentiation derived from morphological traits. We will also assess 
population connectivity across New Zealand and its Subantarctic Islands, screen the 
genome to detect highly differentiated regions that might be under natural selection, 
and test for genome-environment associations under a seascape genetics 
perspective. In a preliminary analysis of mitochondrial 16S and COI genes, we found 
that the samples split into three phylogeographic clades, indicating low connectivity 
among regions, and the potential for differential adaptation among populations. 
Morphologically, the species have obvious colour polymorphism, which will be 
assessed in addition to other traits and compared to the genetic patterns. This study 
will shed light on the relative roles of different evolutionary forces acting in 
heterogeneous marine environments, and possibly extend our understanding of the 
impacts of environmental changes in marine taxa. 

 
  



A Genetic Linkage Map Provides Insights into the Sex-Specific Recombination 
Landscape of the Hihi (Notiomystis cincta) 
 
Phoebe Scherer & Anna Santure 
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Sexual conflict occurs when the optimal reproductive strategies differ between males 
and females, causing a divergence in evolutionary interests. The resulting 
antagonistic selection produces a male-female coevolutionary arms race, through 
which unusual mating behaviours and traits can evolve. One bird that displays 
unusual mating behaviours is the endangered hihi (Notiomystis cincta), which is 
endemic to New Zealand. High rates of extra-pair copulations and sperm 
competition, as well as a forced face-to-face mating behaviour, highlights the 
potential for high levels of sexual conflict within hihi. In the context of sexual conflict, 
theory predicts that different recombination rates might evolve between males and 
females to suit their sex-specific evolutionary interests, but to date, there is little 
research in birds testing this hypothesis. A linkage map groups and orders genetic 
markers such as SNPs across the genome, and the length of a linkage map 
measures the global recombination rate across the genome. Therefore, we have 
used SNP genotype data from 436 individuals from the Tiritiri Matangi Island 
population to construct sex-specific linkage maps. These maps subsequently have 
revealed differences in the recombination rate between male and female hihi, termed 
heterochiasmy. These results suggest that heterochiasmy may have evolved in 
response to sexual conflict, as it allows males and females to modify recombination 
rate to suit their evolutionary and reproductive interests. Our research increases the 
genomic resources available for the hihi and reveals insights into the evolution of 
heterochiasmy and sexual conflict. 
 
  



Determining the nest of origin of individual Vespula wasps in Great Mercury 
Island and in New Zealand 
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Many organisms have huge numbers of offspring that are difficult to assign to 
individual nests or parents. Understanding their effective population size and 
managing these populations is consequently difficult. Social wasps pose just such a 
problem. Their nests are cryptic and difficult to find, though their workers will 
frequently find food resources (e.g. your lunch). Our goal was to use microsatellites 
to determine the number of nests in an area, and to determine if we could assign 
wasps to individual islands or locations. This study assayed the multilocus genotype 
of four V. germanica and eight V. vulgaris workers, each sampled from a different 
nest on Great Mercury Island at ten variable microsatellite loci. We screened one 
individual per nest as nestmates are related and not independent from one another. 
The limited genetic diversity within Great Mercury Island made differentiation 
amongst nests difficult. We are able to differentiate populations on different offshore 
islands, within mainland New Zealand and offshore islands, among populations 
within mainland New Zealand, and finally among countries. The combined use of this 
set of microsatellites will help in the identification of the place (nest) of origin of 
wasps collected within New Zealand. 



Investigating early genetic regulators of sex change in labrid fish: a 
multispecies candidate gene approach 
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Teleost fishes are the only vertebrate lineage to show sequential hermaphroditism, 
where individuals change sex as a natural part of their life cycle. Teleost sex change 
has been well studied at many levels; from understanding sex change in an 
ecological and evolutionary context, to characterising the behavioural, anatomical, 
and hormonal changes that occur. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying 
this remarkable example of sexual plasticity remain elusive. From previous whole 
transcriptome analyses in a protogynous (female to male) sex-changer, the bluehead 
wrasse (Thalassoma bifasciatum), we have identified candidate genes for instigating 
sex change. Here, we discuss quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) expression data 
for two candidate genes in the gonad (gonadal aromatase, anti-müllerian hormone) 
and two candidate genes in the brain (brain aromatase, isotocin) across sex change 
in three related protogynous labrids (wrasses): bluehead wrasse, New Zealand 
spotty wrasse (Notolabrus celidotus), and kyusen wrasse (Parajulis poecilepterus). 
Our qPCR and transcriptome data together support a role for these genes as early 
regulators of protogynous sex change in labrids. The labridae are a monophyletic 
family in which protogyny is the ancestral state. Common expression patterns of 
these candidate genes across wrasse species suggests that the proximate molecular 
mechanisms underlying sex change may be evolutionarily conserved in this group. 
These results contribute to ongoing work developing the New Zealand spotty as a 
local model organism for sex change research, and increases our understanding of 
molecular processes involved in phenotypic plasticity, sex determination, and 
development. 



Split NZ: phylogeographic breaks in the South Island fauna and their causes 
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The beech gap of South island was first documented in 1926 and subsequently 
generalized to several trees, herbs and insects. The general pattern is one of low 
diversity/endemism in the central (Canterbury) region, separating regions of high 
diversity to the north and south. Suggested causes of this pattern are glaciation 
(recent), tectonic rifting (ancient), or some intermediate combination of tectonics and 
sea-level change. A recent review using 13 genera of alpine/montane birds and 
insects showed a repeated phylogeographic split between northern and southern 
forms at about 2 Ma, centred on what was a narrow glacial alpine neck in the early 
Pleistocene. South Island alpine taxa seem to have preserved a vicariant genetic 
‘memory’ of the first of many glaciations, in many cases resulting in speciation. The 
geological neck would have been most intensely glaciated, leaving disjunct refugial 
populations to north and south. These could have met again during interglacials, 
perhaps hybridizing on contact, possibly following density trough population 
dynamics. Under a typical model of allopatric speciation, mountain ranges separate 
lowland populations, which can evolve into separate lineages either side of, and 
parallel to the range. In the case of glaciation affecting alpine taxa, phylogeographic 
breaks occur at right angles (transverse) to the range. Although glaciation is often 
seen as destructive for biodiversity, here we demonstrate its creativity, 
suggesting a general model for speciation on temperate mountain systems 
worldwide. 

Reference:  Wallis GP, Waters JM, Upton P, Craw D. 2016. Transverse alpine 
speciation driven by glaciation. Trends in Ecology & Evolution 31(12):916–926. 
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Biochemical mechanisms involved in growth of calcified marine invertebrates 
under different environmental conditions: The case of Cellaria (Phylum, 
Bryozoa) 
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Calcified marine organisms are known to be affected by changes in their surrounding 
environmental conditions, and they are considered to be especially vulnerable under 
the threat of climate change. In particular, it has been suggested that bryozoan’s 
skeletal composition, morphology and growth rate is closely associated with their 
surrounding environment. Yet, the biochemical pathways involved are not thoroughly 
understood and are largely unknown. In this study biochemical and molecular 
genetic analyses will be done to understand mechanisms behind variations in the 
morphological and skeletal patterns observed along the colony growth form, related 
to different environmental parameters (e.g. temperature, pH, salinity) using the 
bryozoan genus Cellaria. Genes of interest will include highly conserved genes 
known to be significant in development and body planning (e.g. Hox genes). 
Meanwhile, since phylogenetic analyses are at very early stages in the field of 
bryozoology we further aim to elucidate the species diversity of the genus found in 
Southern New Zealand using cytochrome c oxidase I. The results of this research 
will be considered in the context of other bryozoan species and other carbonate-
secreting organisms. 



Co-evolution of the prokaryotic adaptive immune system (CRISPR-Cas) and 
viruses  
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In many ecosystems bacteria play important roles, both beneficial and damaging to 
the ecological balance. Part of this process involves predation of bacteria by viruses 
called bacteriophages. For undesirable organisms e.g. human and plant pathogens 
and rumen methanogens, specific ‘phage therapies’ have been proposed, or used to 
kill them. These are novel alternative to chemical antibiotics, but as with conventional 
antibiotics host resistance can arise. In many ecosystems, phage predation is a 
natural and dynamic process. For example, bacteriophages outnumber bacteria 10:1 
and contribute a major part to the biological turnover in the ocean. Molecular studies 
that sequence all the viruses (virome) or microbes (microbiome) in a system are 
becoming more common. These give a wealth of information about the diversity of 
each. However, it is difficult to match viral sequences (viruses) with hosts from this 
sequence data. An adaptive defense system used by many bacteria and archaea is 
the CRISPR-Cas system. This system has recently been adapted for precision 
genetic engineering, and is widespread in prokaryotic systems. Notably, as it 
involves bacteria integrating ~30 base sequences of foreign DNA (e.g. viruses) into 
their own chromosomes, it can provide a history of viral infection, and sequence tags 
on viruses that infect a particular host.  We have been developing 
bioinformatic/genomic tools to investigate this viral-host interaction (CRISPRSuite) 
by detecting and analysing diverse CRISPR-Cas systems from ~35,000 complete 
RefSeq bacterial genomes, viral and virome sequences. The results of some of 
these analyses will be presented.   



Wading into conservation genomics for kakī 
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Accurate information is essential for species conservation, allowing appropriate 
decision-making to not just prevent extinctions, but to assist species recovery. New 
Zealand’s endemic kakī (black stilt; Himantopus novaezelandiae) is considered one 
of the world’s rarest wading birds, and is classed as Nationally Critical under New 
Zealand’s Threat Classification System. Genetic techniques are instrumental in 
determining conservation management actions for kakī, leading to a population 
increase from 23 birds in 1981 to over 100 wild adults today. Hybridisation with the 
congeneric self-introduced poaka (pied stilt; Himantopus himantopus leucocephalus) 
is one factor which may negatively impact this recovery. When kakī numbers have 
been historically low, interbreeding between the two species has occurred resulting 
in fertile hybrids with intermediate plumage morphology. Previous research indicated 
that hybridisation has had no detectable impact on the kakī genome, but used only a 
small handful of genetic markers with low power to detect genome-wide admixture. 
Advances in DNA sequencing now facilitate whole-genome sequencing of kakī. The 
greater resolution provided by new genomic data can be used to test the accuracy of 
the previous results to determine the effects of hybridisation. This genomic 
assessment will be used to determine best-practice conservation management for 
kakī, and to evaluate impacts of hybridisation in other threatened species. 

  



The biology and ecology of green gecko (Naultinus) found in unique habitat on 
the Denniston and Stockton Plateaus 
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The Denniston Plateau in the Buller district features a unique environment and is 
characterised by distinctive rock formations, stunted vegetation and a harsh climate. 
The area is home to a range of rare endemic wildlife species, including the West 
Coast green gecko, Naultinus tuberculatus. However, recent observations of highly 
cryptic and unusual morphs of green gecko at certain localities on the Denniston 
Plateau raise the question whether these could represent possible hybrids between 
N. tuberculatus and a second species of green gecko, N. stellatus, known from an 
adjacent population on the Stockton Plateau, or a phenotypic variant of a single 
species. Although Naultinus species are known to reproduce with each other in 
captivity; there is little known about suspected contact zones of these species in the 
wild2 where there may be some introgressive hybridisation occurring. My research 
objectives include investigating the phenotypic and genetic variation of the resident 
Naultinus population(s) on the Denniston and Stockton plateaus to determine (a) 
whether one or more species of Naultinus are present, (b) whether there is a zone of 
contact between putative species, (c) whether hybridisation occurs within a putative 
contact zone and (d) whether the putative contact zone is unimodal or bimodal. I will 
obtain tissue samples for genetic analysis through tail tipping of wild individuals and 
from specimens at museum collections. Gathering critical baseline data on the 
biology and ecology of these geckos will permit conservation practitioners to 
formulate and implement best practice techniques for their conservation 
management and mitigation of negative impacts by mining operations and 
development. 
  



In search of the surviving introns 
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Most eukaryotic genes are interrupted by introns. Intron removal requires an 
expensive, complex splicing mechanism. Since discovery, introns have been shown 
to have multiple roles, including post-transcriptional roles in higher eukaryotes. Here, 
we analyzed over 600 fungal genomes to investigate the patterns of intron 
distribution. Current evolutionary models propose that the genes in the last 
eukaryotic common ancestor have a density of introns of ~4 intron/kb. We found that 
widespread intron loss has occurred in fungal kingdom during evolution, with intron 
densities varying from 0.08 intron/kb in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (4% of genes 
have introns) and 0.65 intron/kb in Ustilago maydis, a distantly related 
basidiomycetes (27% of genes have introns), to over 5 intron/kb in other species. 
Why do fungi retain introns when most can be dispensed with? To address this 
question, over 1000 fungal orthologous genes were identified. We found that these 
introns are enriched in some classes of genes, e.g., ribosomal protein genes, and 
depleted in others, e.g., base-excision repair genes. Retention of intron during 
evolution can be attributed to a role of introns in translation. 
  



 

Conservation Genomics of the New Zealand Kaka 
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Kaka (Nestor meridionalis) is a large parrot belonging to an ancient lineage 
(Strigopidae) endemic to New Zealand. This species is at risk of extinction 
(Endangered in IUCN Red List since 2005), mainly due to competition with and 
predation by invasive pest species such as stoats, brush-tailed possums, rats and 
wasps. As with many other species in New Zealand there are currently two 
recognized subspecies: the North Island Kaka and the South Island Kaka, defined by 
morphological and behavioural differences (e.g. size, plumage colour, diet). At the 
moment, these two subspecies are treated as distinct management units for 
conservation purposes. There is nonetheless a certain degree of taxonomic 
uncertainty on this subdivision, since previous genetic studies did not find enough 
variability to discriminate between the subspecies, even with high levels of overall 
genetic diversity. This study aims to further investigate this issue extending our 
knowledge into the adaptive variation of this species with a genome-scale analysis. 
Samples representative of different populations across the species geographical 
distribution were tested for markers obtained with whole-genome sequencing and 
GBS (Genotyping-by-Sequencing) methods. The comparison at the genome level 
will enable us to determine whether functional differences have resulted in the local 
adaptation to the diverse biotas that Kaka encounters in its vast latitudinal range 
along New Zealand. The results of this project will help to better define conservation 
units for the management of this species, while at the same time contributing to our 
global understanding of the mechanisms underlying adaptation and evolution in 
different environments. 
  



Investigating the evolution of truffle-like fungi 
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Truffle-like fungi are unable to discharge their spores forcibly, rather sequestering 
them in closed caps. The truffle-like morphology has evolved independently on 
multiple occasions throughout the fungal kingdom. It has been suggested that the 
truffle-like form has arisen in response to dry climates, where fruit body desiccation 
prior to maturation would severely reduce reproductive success. Evidence from time 
of emergence studies of truffle-like fungi indicates that past aridification events in 
Australia may have played an important role in their evolution on that continent. The 
inability to discharge spores forcibly also makes truffle-like fungi highly dependent on 
animal vectors for dispersal. To encourage dispersal by animals, truffle-like fungi 
have evolved different attractants, most notably the production of aromatic 
compounds and bright colours. While evolutionary drivers have been suggested for 
the selection of truffle-like fungi, very little is understood about the underlying 
molecular mechanisms that have facilitated the transition from the mushroom-like 
state to the truffle-like habit. Here we present current knowledge in the evolution of 
truffle-like fungi with an emphasis on New Zealand taxa. Using genomics and 
transcriptomics, we plan to identify potential molecular mechanisms involved in the 
evolution of truffle-like fungi. 
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The advent of new genomic tools offers an exciting opportunity to investigate the role 
non-physical barriers play in the divergence of highly mobile species. I have used 
traditional and next-generation sequencing to investigate genetic divergence in a 
migratory seabird population currently residing in the Kermadec Island group as part 
of an interdisciplinary collaboration investigating the behaviour, morphology and 
ecology of New Zealand’s threatened Kermadec petrel (Pterodroma neglecta 
neglecta) population. Here, two highly divergent breeding patterns have been 
identified, where most birds are winter-breeders (laying February-April) but a small 
number breed during summer (laying October-November). These summer-breeders 
represent the last survivors of a great population once hosted by Raoul Island that 
was effectively extirpated during the mid-20th century through mammalian predation. 
To investigate whether the two forms of Kermadec petrel are genetically distinct, I 
sequenced the cytochrome oxidase 1 mitochondrial locus for 55 individuals, of which 
summer-breeders possessed several unique haplotypes. To overcome limitations 
associated with using a single maternally-inherited locus, I further used genotyping-
by-sequencing (GBS) to discover and genotype 673 high-quality single-nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) for 46 birds. Two distinct PCA/STRUCTURE clusters 
emerged, with partial assignment to both clusters in several birds suggesting that 
current summer-breeders may represent hybrids of ‘pure’ summer-breeders and 
winter-breeders. Further samples, including museum specimens collected from 
Raoul Island prior to extirpation, could be used to test this hypothesis, and resolve 
the taxonomic and conservation status of summer-breeders. In the meantime, these 
findings support growing evidence that divergent breeding behaviour can play a role 
in genetic divergence of highly mobile seabird species. 
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Photosynthesis utilizes sunlight to drive the chemically and thermodynamically 
unfavourable conversion of water to molecular oxygen. This process evolved only 
once in an ancestral cyanobacterium, prokaryotic precursor to the chloroplast and 
has remained tightly conserved throughout its subsequent evolution from 
cyanobacteria to green plants. This process is catalysed by the Photosystem II (PS 
II) enzyme, a multi-subunit protein embedded in the lipid bilayer of the thylakoid 
membranes of all extant oxygenic photoautotrophs. psbA encodes for D1, a core 
protein of PS II. The D1 protein binds the oxygen evolving complex and is 
preferentially damaged during light-induced inactivation of PSII. Consequently, 
sustained photosynthetic activity requires the rapid degradation of D1, balanced by 
the rapid synthesis of new replacement copies. In cyanobacteria, the response to a 
variety of environmental and physiological stress conditions induces altered 
transcription of different psbA isoforms and their subsequent incorporation into the 
PS II reaction centre. These isoforms include high-light, micro-aerobic, far-red 
acclimated and currently uncharacterised versions of psbA. Many cyanobacteria 
contain 2-8 copies of psbA, typically encoding 2–4 different D1 proteins. One group 
of cyanobacteria, the nitrogen-fixing heterocystous cyanobacteria, have previously 
been shown to be monophyletic. Here we have used available genome sequences to 
examine the distribution of the psbA families within this clade, alongside the novel 
description of a new psbA family associated with far-red acclimation. 
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Genetic data can provide unique information about the ecology and biology of 
endangered species, essential knowledge for conservation managers. The Chatham 
Island taiko (Pterodroma magentae) is one of the world’s rarest seabirds and was 
thought to be extinct for almost 100 years until its rediscovery in 1978. Thanks to 
extensive predator control, the population today consists of ~25 breeding pairs. 
Using next-generation sequencing, we will develop 20+ taiko specific microsatellite 
loci . We will then genotype every taiko known to have bred since 1996 and all taiko 
of unknown parentage who have only ever been caught in flight. From this data we 
will investigate two main questions. Firstly, we will determine if the taiko caught in 
flight are undetected offspring of known breeders or alternatively new birds and 
potentially offspring of unknown pairs. This information will improve understanding of 
the effective population size and indicate whether the existence of further 
undiscovered burrows is likely, validating continuation of resource-consuming search 
efforts. Secondly, we will determine the levels of relatedness between all breeding 
birds. Comparing genetic distances to geographic distances between breeders will 
improve our understanding of the nature of breeding site fidelity. This will provide 
managers with a specific distance from the natal burrow within which offspring could 
be expected to return to breed and give us a better understanding of the Taiko’s 
breeding system. Together these insights will allow the better allocation of what are 
scarce conservation resources. 
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